
SOTTIMANO PAIROLERO BARBERA d'ALBA
SUPERIORE 2018

Original price was: $53.99.$45.99Current price is: 
$45.99.

Product Code: 2858

Country: Italy

Region: Piedmont

Sub Region: Alba

Style: Red

Variety: Barbera

Closure: Cork

Unit: Each

Volume: 750ml

Alcohol: 14.0%

Grape: 100% Barbera

Natural: Organic
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TASTING NOTES
This is an exceptional Barbera from the Sottimano family who is well-known for high quality Barbaresco wines. While Nebbiolo
may be 'king' in Piedmont (Nebbiolo is the grape used in Barbaresco and Barolo), the other two main red grapes of the region,
Dolcetto and Barbera, are becoming more exciting due to the commitment of high quality growers such as Sottimano,
Sandrone and Clerico.

Pairolero is a blend of two different vineyards of Barbera in Neive: Basarin and San Cristoforo. The Barbera Pairolero has a
dark, inky red, with loads of red fruits, minerals and a touch of graphite on the nose with a long, rich taste in which the fruity
components and the spicy notes are well balanced by a good acidity. 

93/100 Robert Parker's Wine Advocate  (2018 Vintage)
"The Sottimano 2018 Barbera d'Alba Superiore Pairolero offers more richness and concentration, painting a dark and sultry
portrait of this popular grape from Piedmont. Fruit is drawn from old vines planted in the Basarin vineyard. Sottimano pushes
for longer maceration times on all its wines, building the slow-release intensity and depth that characterizes this collection.
Wild cherry and plum are backed by light spice and potting soil. The aromatic ensemble is elegant and lasting. There is hint of
sweet berry on the fresh close."

https://vinofino.co.nz/?post_type=product&p=68972
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